[1] We examine potentially periglacial landforms in Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) and High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images at the Phoenix landing site and compare them with numerical models of permafrost processes to better understand the origin, nature, and history of the permafrost and the surface of the northern plains of Mars. Small-scale (3-6 m) polygonal-patterned ground is ubiquitous throughout the Phoenix landing site and northern plains. Larger-scale (20-25 m) polygonal patterns and regularly spaced (20-35 m) rubble piles (localized collections of rocks and boulders) are also common. Rubble piles were previously identified as ''basketball terrain'' in MOC images. The small polygon networks exhibit well-developed and relatively undegraded morphology, and they overlay all other landforms. Comparison of the small polygons with a numerical model shows that their size is consistent with a thermal contraction origin on current-day Mars and are likely active. In addition, the observed polygon size is consistent with a subsurface rheology of ice-cemented soil on depth scales of about 10 m. The size and morphology of the larger polygonal patterns and rubble piles indicate a past episode of polygon formation and rock sorting in thermal contraction polygons, while the ice table was about twice as deep as it is presently. The pervasive nature of small and large polygons, and the extensive sorting of surface rocks, indicates that widespread overturning of the surface layer to depths of many meters has occurred in the recent geologic past. This periglacial reworking has had a significant influence on the landscape at the Phoenix landing site and over the Martian northern plains.
Introduction
[2] Permafrost on Mars today is global in extent. Below about a centimeter of depth at the equator and below the very surface at higher latitudes the soil temperatures remain below the freezing point of water year-round. At higher latitudes soil temperatures are cold enough that even in the dry Martian climate subsurface ground ice has been predicted to be stable [e.g., Leighton and Murray, 1966] and indeed the presence of ground ice has been inferred from the detection of abundant subsurface hydrogen [e.g., Boynton et al., 2002] . It is therefore not surprising that ground ice would have an influence on the geomorphic character of the landscape. One of the primary goals of the Mars Scout Mission Phoenix is to land in a high-latitude region with abundant ground ice to examine the environment, the landscape, and the subsurface ice itself. To this end a location has been chosen in the northern plains of Mars (near 68°N Â 233°E) where ground ice is expected to be abundant a few centimeters below the surface [Arvidson et al., 2008] . The desire to land in a region with shallow ground ice is necessarily coincident with the desire to land in a region exhibiting abundant periglacial landforms. An absence of these landforms could suggest an absence of ground ice and would be of concern to the primary scientific objectives of the Phoenix mission.
[3] Perhaps the most widespread landforms in terrestrial permafrost are thermal-contraction fractures and associated polygonal-patterned ground. These patterns form when cohesive permanently ice-cemented soil undergoes seasonal thermal contraction resulting in tensile stresses that exceed the strength of the frozen ground, thus developing a honeycomb network of fractures to relieve this stress [e.g., Leffingwell, 1915; Lachenbruch, 1962] . Individual fractures may only open millimeters in one season, but over many years of repeated cracking at the same previously fractured zones of weakness, surface material may enter the crack and develop a subsurface wedge. In climates where seasonal surface thaw and runoff are available, such as in Arctic tundra, a subsurface ice wedge may form [Black, 1976] . In arid regions analogous to Mars, such as the Antarctic Dry Valleys, loose surface sand and dust enter the crack forming a subsurface sand wedge [Péwé, 1959 [Péwé, , 1974 . The growth of the wedge and subsequent seasonal thermal expansion result in the development of surface topography in the form of a perimeter trough over the crack and wedge where surface material is being consumed, and uplift within part or all of the polygon interior.
[4] Another common feature in terrestrial permafrost is the self organization of rocks, i.e., cobbles and boulders. Most often this sorting occurs through freeze-thaw cycles in the active layer above the permafrost [e.g., Washburn, 1956 Washburn, , 1980 Hallet and Prestrud, 1986] , where frost heave drives an upward and outward convection. Sorting may also occur in permafrost undergoing thermal contraction, where no freeze-thaw cycle is present and rocks slump into the polygon trough driven by gravity [Washburn, 1956; Péwé, 1959] or combined with differential sublimation [Marchant et al., 2002] . Sletten et al. [2003] suggested such a convection like cycle in some Antarctic sand-wedge polygons, where long-term wedge growth drives fine material inward and results in upward deformation of the polygon center followed by surface creep toward the troughs. Indeed, they found sand-wedge growth in the oldest polygons resulted in complete replacement of the polygon interior subsurface with sand-wedge material. In these cases rocks larger than the typical thermal-contraction-crack width of millimeters become trapped in the trough, unable to be incorporated at depth in the wedge. In general, rocks can be moved by a convective overturning in the soil, cryoturbation, and can result in observable patterns in the surface rock population. While the term cryoturbation usually refers to a freezethaw-driven churning of soil materials, in the case of thermal-contraction polygons it describes convection-like reworking of the surface layer in the absence of freeze-thaw cycles.
[5] Climate conditions on Mars are notably different from those on Earth. In particular the annual mean temperatures are significantly lower on Mars, with a global annual mean of 204 K and a range from 234 K at the equator to 159 K at the poles [Mellon et al., 2004] . Such low mean temperatures makes the potential for freeze-thaw processes in the current climate extremely unlikely. In addition, the rheological response of the permafrost to induced stresses, such as thermal contraction, differs from that on Earth in that at these low temperatures the ice-rich material is more resistant to viscous relaxation, allowing high tensile stresses to develop [Mellon, 1997] . Under such conditions thermalcontraction cracks easily form in cohesive ice-rich permafrost and thus polygonal-patterned ground is expected to be widespread.
[6] Analysis of periglacial features in general are useful in two ways. These features tell us something about the present state of ice in the permafrost and, since these features are long-lived in their development, they can offer a window into the history of the permafrost and of the climate. The purpose of this paper is to examine the potential periglacial geomorphology at the Phoenix landing site and associated areas in the northern plains, focusing on polygonal-patterned ground and rock self-organization. From observations of these features and comparison with numerical models we will show that they are consistent with a recent long period of shallow ground ice, but that the ground ice distribution may have been different in the geologic past.
Periglacial Landforms in the Northern Plains
[7] Periglacial landforms and patterned ground have been observed on Mars since the Viking mission [e.g., Lucchitta, 1981; Squyres and Carr, 1986] ; however, those observations were limited to only the largest scale of features that would be found in terrestrial permafrost. Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) significantly improved this view with nearly an order of magnitude higher resolution than the best Viking provided. With image resolution approaching meter-scale and the ability to distinguish multimeter features, more periglacial landforms on Mars could be observed. Indeed, a number of studies examined the occurrence and distribution of patterned ground [e.g., Malin and Edgett, 2001; Seibert and Kargel, 2001; Mangold, 2005] . However, with the best available resolution still being larger than a meter and the need to frequently bin images at high latitude owing to low illumination, it has been difficult to identify the breadth of periglacial features and diagnostic details. Nevertheless polygonal-patterned ground has been found to be relatively common in the northern plains and observed in a notable fraction of the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) images. With the arrival of the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), submeter imaging and high signal-to-noise ratios at low illumination levels [McEwen et al., 2007] has allowed for meter-scale features to be identified. Indeed, we find that polygonal-patterned ground is far more widespread over the high latitudes and the northern plains than was previously thought.
[8] In examining the Martian northern plains for an optimal Phoenix landing site we began our survey of potentially periglacial features with a study of MOC images over the range of 60°-77°N, slightly broader than those latitudes accessible to the Phoenix mission, 65°-72°N. On the basis of the previous studies we set out to identify and map the geographic distribution of images that contained specific geomorphic signatures that were considered to be likely periglacial in origin. These features included polygonal patterned ground, ''basketball terrain'' and organized stripes. Polygonal patterns were identified by distinct multisided boundaries of troughs in a range of sizes down to the limit of the resolution. Basketball terrain refers to a regular knobby or stippled texture reminiscent of the surface of a basketball [Malin and Edgett, 2001; Head et al., 2003] . In some cases basketball terrain exhibited a polygonal appearance at MOC resolution and likewise the smallest-scale polygons observed in MOC images exhibited a basketball texture; separation of these two features was sometimes blurred. Stripes consist of parallel to subparallel continuous and discontinuous ridges, and include aligned knobs similar to basketball knobs.
[9] We examined 3141 images from the MGS primary and extended missions of which 2063 images were considered of medium-to-high quality, sufficient to confidently identify these features and base statistical analysis. A few images exhibited resolutions as high as 1.6 m pixel À1 , but most images were 3.2 m pixel À1 and larger. Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of the occurrence and nonoccurrence of these features, and Figure 2 shows the frequency of occurrence with respect to latitude. Over these latitudes of the northern plains polygonal patterns were the most abundant, identified in 45% of the images and occurred geographically nearly uniformly distributed. Basketball terrain occurred in 36% of the images also nearly uniformly distributed, but with slightly greater geographic variability. Stripes occurred in 21% of the images, including the northern portions of ''region D'' near the selected Phoenix landing site, and in contrast to other features are concentrated mostly in the highest latitudes that we examined and with notable longitudinal variability. Some images exhibited more than one type of feature and only 26% of the images show none of these feature at MOC resolutions.
[10] With the arrival of MRO, HiRISE images were used to examine the detailed morphology and rock populations to assess potential landing sites . Concerns about rocks as a landing hazard lead to a wide zonal survey of the latitude range 65°-72°N. In all 157 HiRISE images were collected, of which 23 were acquired in the region of the selected landing site. Throughout this latitude 
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MELLON ET AL.: PERIGLACIAL LANDFORMS AT PHOENIX SITE zone the terrain appear quite similar, dominated by smallscale polygons with varying degrees of topographic sharpness, and with surface rocks and boulders in varying concentrations.
[11] The remainder of this paper will focus on the examination of the potentially periglacial landforms seen in HiRISE images in the selected landing-site region. Figure 3 shows the location of the 23 HiRISE images in the region of the selected landing site acquired at resolutions of about 31 cm pixel À1 and 62 cm pixel
À1
. For the purposes of quantitative analysis we focused on four of these images (see also [12] Four dominant types of potentially periglacial geomorphic characteristics are observed throughout the Phoenix landing-site region.
[13] 1. Small-scale polygons, less than 10 m in scale, are ubiquitous and blanket all other geologic features. ). Images outlined in red are at full resolution, as noted in Table 1 , and were used for quantitative analysis. The background is a MOLA elevation base map with latitudes and longitudes shown at 1°intervals.
[14] 2. Larger polygons, greater than 10 m in scale, are also observed in some locations.
[15] 3. Small concentrated piles of rocks and boulders (termed here ''rubble piles'') are found in many locations, particularly in the western portions of the landing site region and in other locations throughout the northern plains.
[16] 4. Scattered throughout the polygonal patterns are larger-scale contiguous trough-and-ridge features that do not generally form closed polygonal shapes.
[17] Small-scale polygonal patterns cover nearly 100% of every image acquired at these latitudes. Examples are shown in Figure 4 . Polygons are outlined by a perimeter trough on the order of a meter wide. Troughs vary in appearance from shallow and gently sloping, to distinct and V-shaped. Occasionally longer and wider troughs occur that connect several polygons in line and sometimes exhibit a thin depression along the center of the trough (e.g., Figures 4a and 4f ). Finer details in the small-polygon troughs are limited by the resolution of the HiRISE images (31 cm pixel
). Together these troughs outline largely hexagonal or irregular polygon shapes with occasional square shapes. The majority of trough intersections are three-way junctions closer to equiangular than right angles. The polygon interiors vary (see Figure 4 ) from generally flat with only a slight central uplift, to uplifted and domed, to discontinuous uplifted ridges adjacent to the trough and with centers slightly lower than the ridges. Stereo analysis suggests topographic relief over the scale of a polygon is no more than a few tens of centimeters . Variation in the clarity of troughs and the definition of the polygons occur throughout each image on horizontal scales as small as hundreds of meters.
[18] In addition to the morphology, a measure of the effective diameter of polygons is a valuable parameter to gauge the origin and environmental conditions under which these features formed. To determine an effective diameter we measure and averaged the two perpendicular axes relative to the image coordinates from trough center to trough center through the central potion of each polygon regardless of the specific shape or orientation. For each of thirteen 100 Â 75 m sample areas from the four study images analyzed (see Figure 4 for examples) we first identified the troughs. Only polygons that were clearly enclosed by troughs were measured. In most images troughs oriented perpendicular to the solar azimuth were more easily recognized compared to troughs oriented parallel to the solar azimuth, however in all but one of these sample areas 60 -100 enclosed polygons could be identified. To evaluate measurement biases, in two sample areas we also measured the long and short axis of each polygon regardless of azimuth and we measured the perpendicular spacing between adjacent troughs regardless of enclosure. These two alternate methods produce nearly identical results to the Figure 4. Samples of small-scale polygons from each of the study images in Table 1 and for different terrain types. Some morphological variation is apparent. However, sizes are extremely consistent from area to area. Each sample is from HiRISE images ( [19] Distinctly larger polygonal patterns are observed and can be separated into two morphological types. The first type occurs as regular circular-to-hexagonal ring depressions that appear distinct from the smaller polygons, though the smaller polygons are superposed on the larger ones (Figures 4b and 6 ). The second type is delineated by topographically exaggerated troughs (larger than typical small-polygon troughs) that mark one side of the small polygons and that connect to form a larger pattern enclosing tens of smaller polygons (see Figure 4a ). While these polygons are fairly regular in size and similar in size to the first type of large polygon, they are more irregular in shape and are frequently not fully enclosed. The first type of circular-to-hexagonal polygons exhibits a preponderance of equiangular three-way intersections and mostly straight sides. The troughs, on the order of 4-m wide, are subdued and gently sloping, lacking sharp depressions. The small polygons within the larger troughs also appear subdued, possibly mantled, in contrast to the well-defined small polygons that superpose the large polygon interior. The interior portions of these large polygons are generally domed upward and uniformly. In addition, larger rocks and boulders resolvable by HiRISE are virtually absent from the large polygons terrains. Measurements of the effective diameter are shown in Figure 7 . The average effective diameter of 45 large circular-to-hexagonal polygons in image PSP_002249_2485 is 22.1 m with a standard deviation of 3.2 m. The three other study images listed in Table 1 do not show these type of larger polygonal patterns, though other HiRISE images in this landing site region do exhibit the larger polygonal patterns concentrated exclusively in eastern images in this region. The more irregularshaped type of large polygons are observed throughout the region and mainly in areas with few rocks and boulders. [20] In images covering the western terrain of the landing site region, rocks and boulders are clearly evident and organized into regularly spaced concentrated piles or ''rubble piles'' (Figures 4c, 4e , and 8). The rubble piles consist of a distribution of large and small rocks, usually clustered in an area 5 -10 m across with relatively few rocks observed in the interrubble-pile areas. Occasionally rubble piles are connected by arcs or bands of rubble. Both rubble piles and arcs tend to sit atop slight topographic highs, either mounds or ridges typically 50 cm higher than the intermound terrain [Kirk et al., 2008] . The boundary between regions dominated by rubble piles and rubble-pilefree regions is usually fairly distinct with an abrupt elevation drop of less than a few meters down to the rubble-free regions over horizontal distances tens to hundreds of meters [see also Seelos et al., 2008] . Small polygons are also ubiquitous throughout the regions dominated by rubble piles (e.g., Figures 4c and 4e) . The polygons are quite distinct between rubble piles. While the polygon troughs appears to cross-cut the rubble piles and arcs in many locations, the troughs are typically not distinguishable through the rubble at HiRISE resolution. In the study images rubble piles are not aligning linearly but staggered, however, in other regions of Mars the rubble piles can be aligned in linear to sublinear rows. At MOC resolution the rubble pile terrain has been previously identified in this region as basketball terrain [e.g., Malin and Edgett, 2001] . Figure 9 compares a MOC image of basketball terrain with a coincident HiRISE image where the rubble piles are clearly visible at high resolution. For comparison with the polygonal terrains we measured the spacing between rubble piles in terms of the distance from one rubble pile to three to five of its nearest neighbors. We measured 452 spacing distances between 277 rubble piles in four sample areas of the western three study images. Results are shown in Figure 10 . The mean spacing was 27.5 m with a standard deviation of 7.2 m.
[21] Contiguous ridge-and-trough features are also observed ( Figure 11 ). These features consist of a long (sometimes 1 = 2 to 3 = 4 km) sublinear ridge with a distinct U-and V-shaped trough to one or both sides. Within the trough a thin linear depression running most of the length of the trough is often observed. The ridge and trough together are typically 5-10-m wide. Small polygons overlay the ridge and are aligned to share the same trough. These ridgeand-trough features can be oriented in any direction but have a strong preference to a NW -SE trend. They are sparsely distributed in most of the images with a few areas of concentration. They occur both in terrains dominated by rubble piles and those without rubble piles, and occasionally cross cut the boundaries between these terrains. In a few cases circular and concentric ridge-and-trough orientations 
Modeling Permafrost Polygons on Mars
[22] The observed polygonal patterns are proposed to have originated from thermal-contraction cracking of permafrost on the basis of their morphological similarities to terrestrial permafrost and the knowledge that these regions on Mars are cold and ice rich. However, the dominant polygons are notably smaller that those typically found in terrestrial permafrost (around 10-35 m are typical in some of the Antarctic Dry Valleys) [Péwé, 1959; Black, 1976; Marchant et al., 2002; Sletten et al., 2003] . Numerical models of the physical process of thermal contraction in Martian permafrost and polygon behavior can be used to evaluate the observational characteristics, such as polygon size, relative to the environmental conditions on Mars in contrast to those on Earth. Mellon [1997] used an analytic solution to a viscoelastic model of unfractured permafrost and showed that under current climate conditions winter tensile stresses would greatly exceed those needed to produce polygonal fractures in ice or ice-cemented soil, and that polygonal-patterned ground could easily form. However, this solution did not account for the stress relief caused by a fracture and therefore could not predict how far away from an initial fracture that a second fracture could form, nor predict the size of a typical polygon under Martian environmental conditions.
[23] To estimate the polygon sizes expected on Mars, a finite element model is needed to determine how the stress field near and far from a fracture responds to the fracture opening and closing during the seasonal temperature cycles. Then by estimating the peak tensile stress at the center of a polygon of a given size, it can be determined for a polygon of that size whether a new fracture will form to subdivide it or if the existing fractures will adequately relieve the stress to prevent subdivision. To evaluate the stress field in fractured permafrost we utilized a finite element model, TECTON Raefsky, 1980, 1981] with a small adaptation to account for seasonal thermal contraction. TECTON is a fully viscoelastic finite element model that was developed to study terrestrial plate tectonics and has been successfully used in planetary applications such as crater relaxation on icy satellites [Hillgren and Melosh, 1989] . We use the flow laws for ice and icy soil in Tables 2 and 3 [Durham et al., 1997] . (See also Mellon [1997] for a review of viscous and elastic parameters for ice and icy soils, and of viscoelastic theory.) In the current application we model the ductile strain rate as proportional to the deviatoric stress multiplied by the effective stress to the power of n-1, which better mimics the conditions under which the flow law was derived [Durham et al., 1997] and thus provides improved extrapolation of the viscous response under nonlaboratory conditions.
[24] Figure 12a shows a schematic model of the rheological behavior of the permafrost. In the presence of fixed boundary conditions, thermal contraction initially leads to an elastic stress response followed by a ductile, or nonNewtonian viscous, relaxation of this stress. In the presence of fractures, additional strain (or motion) of the permafrost matrix will also relieve stress. Since TECTON does not incorporate thermal contraction, we preloaded the stress field with the addition of elastic stress proportional to the amount of isotropic thermal contraction at the beginning of each temperature time step (once per Martian day) and allowed TECTON to compute the strain and viscous responses. This procedure was repeated for three Mars years to eliminate initial conditions. Comparison of TECTONbased stresses with the analytic solution from Mellon [1997] shows excellent agreement with this approach. Some finite element nodes at the horizontal limits of the model were allowed to move toward the polygon center to simulate the placement of cracks and the associated relief of stress. Initial crack formation and propagation is beyond the scope of this model, and is generally abrupt in terrestrial permafrost from the speed of sound [Leffingwell, 1915] to meters per hour [MacKay, 1993] . Once the initial fractures form, the seasonal strain cycles of these open cracks proceed independently of how they initially propagated. Crack closure was modeled by applying a resistive force at the crack nodes to prevent hyperextension. Temperatures were computed using a standard Mars thermal model which included a two layer subsurface (ice-free soil atop saturated ice-rich material) [Mellon et al., 2004] where the depth of the ice table was allowed to vary. All temperatures were calculated for 68.25°N and thermal properties of the surface consistent with the landing site location. Figure 12b shows an example of temperature at the top of the ice table (the boundary between ice-free soil and the ice-rich layer), and the resulting horizontal stress at the center of a 10-m diameter polygon. We examine the stress at the ice table, because at this shallow depth the ice experiences the greatest seasonal temperature cycles and the greatest stresses. During fall and winter (Ls 180 and later) tensile stresses increase rapidly owing to thermal contraction, reaching a peak in early winter. As the rate of cooling slows through the winter tensile stresses relax gradually. As the seasons move to spring and summer, surface CO 2 frost accumulated in winter dissipates and rapid warming and thermal expansion drives a change to compressive stress.
[25] Figure 12c shows the wintertime tensile stress as a function of horizontal distance from crack to crack across a polygon at the ice table for a few crack spacings (effective polygon diameters). For smaller polygons the stress is relieved by crack strain and the central stress is low. For larger polygons the center of the polygon senses less of the presence of the crack and the stresses remain high. If the tensile stress at the center of the polygon is higher than Figure 11 . Example of large-scale ridge-and-trough patterns. Ridges tend to exhibit small-scale polygonal patterns aligned with the ridge and sharing the trough. In some cases, thin linear depressions can be seen in wider troughs (arrows mark a few examples). Image PSP_002170_2485 is shown. Scene width is 500 m. Illumination is from the upper right. 
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the tensile strength, the polygon will need to subdivide by forming new cracks. The tensile strength of ice and icecemented soil was reviewed by Mellon [1997] and was estimated to be between 2 and 3 MPa at Martian temperatures and for length scales comparable to permafrost polygons. By comparing the tensile stress at the center of a polygon of different sizes with the tensile strength of the ice-rich permafrost, the effective size of polygons expected on Mars can be estimated.
[26] Figure 13 show the peak seasonal horizontal stress at the center of the a polygon for a range of crack spacings, and compares various parameters. In Figure 13a we compare pure ice and ice-rich soil by varying the rheology as in Table 3 . Regardless of the specific rheology, the behavior is similar. The smallest crack spacing (polygons size) produces the least peak tensile stress. Increasing the crack spacing results in increasing the peak stress owing to the decreasing influence of the cracks. As the crack spacing approaches 50 m, the peak tensile stress approaches the maximum that would occur in unfractured material. Differences are also evident between the two materials. Tensile stresses are generally higher in ice-rich soil because the viscous relaxation of stress by ductile creep is impeded by flow of ice around soil grains [Durham et al., 1997] . It follows that for a given tensile strength of the ice-rich matrix, pure polycrystalline ice will result in larger polygons. For example, if we assume a minimum strength of 2 MPa for both materials, a polygon in ice-rich soil larger than 6 m would subdivide, while a polygon 5 m or smaller would not. If the permafrost consisted of pure ice at and below the ice table, the polygon would subdivide if it were much larger than about 10 m, almost twice the size of the of the ice-rich-soil polygon.
[27] Figure 13b shows the effects of crack depth on the peak stress and polygon size. In general, shallower cracks result in higher stresses for a given crack spacing. This result is due to a reduction in crack strain and less influence on the stress field in the polygon interior. Also evident is that for a given crack spacing, there exists a depth beyond which deeper penetration of the crack has no influence on the stress at the polygon center. This behavior results in the inflections seen also in Figure 13a around 7 and 12 m. While shallower cracks result in smaller polygons, the shallowest cracks may not be realistic. Crack propagation is rapid and depends on factors such as the energy release by the formation of new surface area at the crack tip. Peak stresses at the crack tip as computed by TECTON provide a gauge of whether or not a particular crack depth is reasonable. For shallow cracks and small polygons this crack-tip stress typically exceeds the tensile strength. For the smallest polygons 3 -5-m crack depths would be needed for the crack-tip stress to be low enough to not drive cracks deeper. For polygons smaller than about 15 m, crack depth does not matter beyond about 3-m depth (Figure 13b) .
[28] Figure 13c shows the effects of ice-table depth on the peak stress and polygon size. Ice-table depth can have the greatest influence on crack spacing and polygon size, and indeed can determine if polygons will form at all. Shallow ice tables result in the highest stresses because the ice-rich material experiences the largest seasonal temperature oscillations which drive the thermal-contraction stress. The deeper the ice table, the less stress is produced. For icetable depths approaching 20 cm the peek tensile stress no longer exceed the minimum tensile strength for any crack spacing, thermal-contraction cracks will not form, and polygonal-patterned ground will not develop in the present Mars climate. Conversely, for an ice-table depth less than about 6 cm polygons will form cracks with about 5-m spacing. Intermediate ice-table depths around 10 cm would result in polygons around 15 m in diameter.
Discussion
[29] Small-scale polygons of order 3 -6 m in diameter are ubiquitous throughout the northern plains and the Phoenix landing site. On Earth polygonal patterns can form from a variety of processes; lava cooling, desiccation, freeze-thaw ''convection,'' and thermal contraction in permafrost. The cold and ice-rich Martian environment present today at this location lends strong support to the interpretation that the polygonal pattern ground is due to thermal contraction in permanently frozen soil. This present climate is not conducive to a freeze-thaw process. Surface and subsurface temperatures at this latitude do not exceed the freezing point of water and temperatures of the ice at the ice table do not exceed about 212 K at any time during the year [see also Mellon et al., 2008] . During geologically recent climate cycles ground temperatures and atmospheric conditions would have differed [e.g., Toon et al., 1980; Mischna et al., 2003] affecting the stability of ground ice. However, under these expected climate conditions the temperatures at the ice table are still not expected to reach melting [Mellon and Phillips, 2001 ]. An exception is that thin films of liquid water may have occurred for brief periods in the upper 1 -2 cm of the surface [Zent, 2008] , but these quantities and depths scales are insufficient to create the observed landforms. Desiccation cracks (mud cracks) are similarly problematic in the absence of liquid water. Lava cooling can under the right circumstances produces polygonal fractures Flow law see Table 2 see Table 2 ; A = Ae Durham et al. [1997] . Here b = 2, and 8 is the soil fraction. T is temperature in K. [Peck and Minakami, 1968] , but the geomorphology in this region lacks any evidence of a volcanic origin [Seelos et al., 2008] .
[30] Estimates of the current depth of the ice table are about 2 -6 cm based on a wide array of remote-sensing methods and quantitative analysis, and for a range of spatial scales . While these methods and estimates are largely sensitive to the upper meter of the surface, the presence of polygons is consistent with a cohesive icy layer extending to at least 10-m depth. The size scale of these small polygons is remarkably consistent with the numerical predictions of thermal-contraction stress for polygons on Mars with an ice table up to 6 cm deep, and inconsistent with a deeper ice table or the absence of ice altogether. In addition, these results indicate that the rheological properties over the upper meters to decameter of the surface are more consistent with the rheology of ice-cemented soil than that of pure ice (Figure 13a) . Uncertainties in the numerical model and in the laboratory measurements of the rheology of icy soils under Mars-like conditions make it difficult to precisely constrain the soil-toice ratio. However, the dependence of creep strength on the soil content of the ice is exponential [Durham et al., 1997] , indicating that 10 -20% soil in the ice would be insufficient. This conclusion would seem in conflict with gamma ray and leakage neutron observations that indicate the ice content of the surface layer greatly exceeds the pore volume of nominal soils and is as high as 85% ice by volume [e.g., Feldman et al., 2008] . However, gamma ray and leakageneutron observations are largely sensitive only to the upper centimeters of the icy layer when such high concentrations of ice are present. Polygonal ground forms in response to rheological properties over many meters depth. Therefore, this result would suggest that the high concentration of ice observed is confined to the upper reaches of the icy-soil layer and that the bulk of the subsurface material consists of ice-cemented soil (see Mellon et al. [2008] for further discussion).
[31] The morphology of the small polygons is consistent with a geologically recent period of long-term development. An abundance of equiangular three-way intersections on Mars may be indicative of advanced network development and age. Sletten et al. [2003] present observations which suggest that in antarctic permafrost younger thermalcontraction polygons begin with orthogonal trough intersections and minimal surface relief, while over time these patterns evolve into equiangular intersections and develop substantial topographic relief. Alternatively, the evolution from orthogonal to equiangular (hexagonal) networks may be related to the progressive subdivision of patterns as networks age [Black, 1976] , or to an increase in sinuosity of the primary fractures [Plug and Werner, 2001] related to subsurface heterogeneity. In addition, the superposition of small polygons over all other features (including all small craters; see Figure 9d ) suggests that they are the most recent development on this surface. Other features such as rubble piles and larger polygonal patterns do not appear to disrupt the small polygon. The small polygons do not appear to be eroded and many of the troughs are distinct and sharp with occasional smaller thin depressions within the troughs, which may indicate active consumption of surface soil directly over an open fracture. While the absence of ice in À1/2 K À1 , an albedo of 0.2, and an atmospheric pressure of 7.24 mb consistent with the elevation at the Phoenix landing site. Tensile stresses greater than about 2 -3 MPa will fracture the permafrost (see text). (c) Winter horizontal tensile stress at the ice table across the polygon (crack-tocrack) for 5-, 10-, and 20-m-diameter polygons. Stress is relieved near the crack with the least effect (most stress) at the polygon center. The peak central stress increases as the polygon diameter (crack spacing) increases. a once ice-rich region that developed extensive polygons would leave behind a remnant polygonal surface expression that we would see today, the measured presence of ice today suggests that these polygons are currently active.
[32] The development of thermal-contraction polygons is a slow process. In any one year the crack may only open a few millimeters and many thousands of years are required to develop the topography that we observe [Lachenbruch, 1962; Black, 1976] . However, these polygons also appear distinct and undegraded, suggesting that the ice table has persisted at this shallow depth for some time without moving significantly under the influence of recent climate oscillations. Combined with observations of the current depth distribution of ice, this morphological observation supports the idea that the current distribution of ground ice and the current Martian climate have been stable for many thousands of years or longer. If the climate were to have recently changed dramatically causing the ice table to migrate to shallower and deeper depths, the size and development of polygons would be irregular. A period of recent stability is consistent with the most recent quiescent period in the obliquity which has lasted about 300 ka [e.g., Ward, 1992; Laskar et al., 2002] .
[33] The wide spread uniformity of small polygons in both size and morphology suggest a uniform distribution of the ice table and physical characteristics of the ice-cemented layer. Although, some morphological difference are apparent (see Figure 4) , these may be related to local differences in the rate of sand-wedge growth or local dust mantling and aeolian reworking, rather than variations in ice-table depth or ice content.
[34] The presence of regularly spaced rubble piles and of rubble arcs connecting the piles (Figure 8) is suggestive of periglacial self organization. However, their specific origin lacks a good terrestrial analog. On Earth, rock sorting can take place in a freeze-thaw environment creating circular and polygonal rock patterns through convection-like overturning of the soil driven by differential frost heave [Hallet and Prestrud, 1986] ; geologically recent surface temperatures on Mars are not expected to support such a process. Alternatively, the long-term growth of thermal-contraction sand-wedge polygons in permanently frozen environments may also drive overturning (cryoturbation) and self organization of rocks. Sand-wedge growth will continually push fine grained material into the subsurface of the polygon interior [e.g., Péwé, 1959] , uplifting the surface, followed by surface creep back toward the troughs [Sletten et al., 2003] . Cobble and boulder sized rocks may slump into the polygon trough by gravity driven creep [Péwé, 1959; Washburn, 1956] , where they would become trapped above the thin contraction cracks. The specific details of this proposed mechanism are not well understood and terrestrial analogs are rare. Even the oldest terrestrial sand-wedge Figure 13 . Peak stress at the center of a polygon as a function of crack spacing for (a) pure ice and ice-rich soil rheology (see Table 3 ); (b) ice-rich soil and a range of crack depths (0.5 -7.25 m); and (c) ice-rich soil and a range of icetable depths (1 -30 cm). Plusses in Figure 13a indicate actual model crack spacing nodes. Dotted lines show the stress that would occur if no fractures are allowed to occur. Assuming a minimum tensile strength of 2 MPa, for the case of ice tables 2-to 6-cm deep, the nominal crack spacing is close to 5 m, similar to the observed smallpolygon size. Larger 20-m polygons would be consistent with an ice table slightly greater than 10 cm. If the ice table were as deep as 20 cm or more, thermal contraction stresses would be insufficient to form fractures and polygons would not develop. polygons are young relative to the Martian environment. Perhaps the best example is in Beacon Valley Antarctica where the polygonal-patterned surface may be as much as 8 million years old [Sugden et al., 1995] and the slow process of sand-wedge growth has consumed the polygon interiors [Sletten et al., 2003] ; in this location some sorting may be occurring (Figure 14b ) where cobbles and boulders are accumulated directly over the cracks and relatively absent from the trough shoulders.
[35] In this scenario of thermal-contraction-based cryoturbation and overturning of the upper meters of the surface layer, the scale of the rubble-pile patterns would suggest a larger 20-35-m scale polygon network. The observed 20 -25-m circular-to-hexagonal depression-type of large polygons ( Figure 6 ) may be related this process, though no rubble or rubble sorting has yet been observed in these larger patterns. However, Figure 14a shows an example of rocks and boulders sorted into the polygon troughs of smaller 3-to 6-m polygons at similar latitudes to Phoenix, but in a location exhibiting generally higher rock abundances. Many of these troughs contain no rocks or boulders which indicates downward consumption of surface fines and active thermal contraction is the driver for the polygon formation. This example shows that a similar mechanism for formation of the rubble piles and arcs is indeed viable.
[36] Rubble piles and arcs tend to sit atop the local high ground (mounds and ridges typically about 50 cm higher than the intermound terrain [Kirk et al., 2008] ). This placement suggests that either they formed in the central portions of the polygons and the now degraded troughs lie in the lower intermound areas, or that they formed as rubble collected in the polygon troughs and trough intersections followed by subsequent erosion of the surface (e.g., aeolian deflation) removing material between the rubble piles. The later scenario would be consistent with the rubble piles protecting the underlying surface from erosion or even trapping windblown material, with the rubble-pile-free regions eroding to slightly lower in elevation. In this way the rubble collected in the polygon troughs may have formed rubble arcs, similar to Figure 14 , while rubble concentrated at the trough intersections formed the piles. Subsequent erosion of surface soils coincident with or followed by extensive small-polygon formation may have resulted in the landscape we now see. The larger hexagonalto-circular-depression polygons that we see in the Phoenix landing site region (Figure 6 ) may be a remnant of this episode of polygon formation but in an area that lacked large rocks and boulders to sort and was not subjected to the erosion seen in other areas. An observational test of this scenario would be to locate examples of rubble-pile terrain where the larger polygonal pattern remains intact. Additionally, the Phoenix Lander can image the local small-scale polygon troughs to look for rock sorting at a scale not observable by HiRISE.
[37] The presence of contiguous ridge-and-trough features suggests cyclic fracturing on long horizontal scales or an alignment of smaller polygons along an existing zone of weakness. While larger-scale fracturing could be the result of long-term climate cycles in temperature and contraction stress, several lines of evidence contradict this hypothesis. The surface temperature cycles caused by orbital oscillations such as obliquity are actually relatively small (<10 K) at these latitudes and smaller still at the depth if the ice table [Mellon and Jakosky, 1995; Mellon and Phillips, 2001] . Combined with the long 10 5 -year timescale of these oscillations, stresses cannot adequately build to fracture the permafrost. In addition, thermal contraction is typically isotropic and would form enclosed polygonal patterns rather than the typical subparallel patterns observed. Their NW-SE trend and occasional concentric ghost-crater alignment suggests that some topographic or tectonic control is helping to align and exaggerate the ridges and troughs. The horizontal component of gravity on slopes can help align small polygon fractures and exaggerate the troughs to best relieve local stresses.
[38] The inferred larger-scale polygonal patterns proposed to have controlled the formation of rubble piles and the observed larger-scale polygons suggest a period of polygon formation and cryoturbation in which the groundice table was perhaps 10-12 cm deep depending on the tensile strength (see Figure 13c) , only slightly different than today. During periods of high obliquity Mellon and Jakosky [1995] showed that increased global atmospheric humidity and decrease equatorial ground temperatures allow ground ice to become stable in equatorial regions. However, at the Phoenix landing site latitudes increased ground temperature at higher obliquity causes the ice table to recede to slightly deeper depths despite the increase in humidity This situation would be consistent with the formation of larger polygons.
[39] A problem with the interpretation that the polygon size is related to the obliquity-driven ice-table-depth variations, is that this depth is expected to vary smoothly over the course of 10 5 year climate cycles and polygon sizes would be expected to vary producing irregular networks. While the most recent quiescent period in the obliquity history (the last 300 ka) is consistent with a stable ice-table depth and small polygon development, higher obliquities are typically achieved in alternation between high and low values at times longer than 300 ka ago. Coincident cycles would occur in the ice-table depth. Two possible explanations are that: (1) a bimodal distribution of polygon sizes are active throughout time and one size or the other becomes active during a particular state of ice-table depth; and (2) that the polygon formation process shuts down at low obliquity owing to the lack of strong seasonal temperature cycles.
[40] In general, the pervasive presence of polygons at all scales, the degree of polygon development, and the sorting of rocks into rubble piles indicate a long-term activity of periglacial processes. In particular, these features suggest massive cryoturbation and reworking in the upper meters of the surface over recent and possibly longer-term geologic history at the Phoenix landing site and over the greater northern plains. Such overturning of the surface soil layer would act to raise rocks and boulders to the surface and sort them, reduce general topographic relief, erase small impact craters (e.g., Figure 9d) , and mute the topography of large craters producing ghost craters. In addition, any period of periglacial activity prior to the formation of large polygons and rubble piles has likely been erased by the most recent reworking of the surface by the present polygons.
[41] The Phoenix mission can provide a number of key observations that can help evaluate these hypotheses. Imaging of the local polygon topography to examine the scale of polygonal patterns at the landing site can help: determine if the 3-to 6-m polygons are indeed the smallest scale or if smaller-scale features are present below the resolution of HiRISE; examine the nature of uplift and trough morphology; and allow more precise measurements of polygon size through stereo imaging and provide ground truth for HiRISE polygon size interpretations. Additionally, Phoenix will be able to examine the distribution of decimeter-scale rocks, which are below HiRISE resolution, and look for evidence of sorting within polygon troughs relative to the polygon interiors. Phoenix will dig into the permafrost and determine the actual depth of ground ice; knowledge of the ice-table depth will help constrain the model of permafrost stress. Phoenix will examine the nature of surface soils, ground-ice textures, gradients or uniformity in soil chemistry, and the D/H ratio in the subsurface ice relative to the atmosphere, which may provide clues about the effects of cryoturbation and the general mixing of the surface soils.
Summary
[42] We have analyzed landforms at the Phoenix landing site and at similar latitudes in the northern plains of Mars and have found several types of feature that are analogous to those found in terrestrial permafrost. Polygonal patterns are the most common consisting of regular networks of perimeter troughs and uplifted portions of the polygon interior. Smallscale 3-to 6-m polygonal-patterned ground is ubiquitous in the Martian northern plains and at the Phoenix landing site. Numerical models of the process of thermal contraction in Martian permafrost, combined with numerous predictions that the ice table in this region is only 2 -6 cm below the surface, indicate that these small polygons are consistent with an origin by thermal-contraction cracking in ice-rich soil. These small polygons appear to be the most recent feature by their well developed morphology, and by their consistency with the current distribution of ground ice and the process of polygon formation. The distribution of these features also indicates that ground ice is uniformly shallow throughout the region to within a few centimeters depth.
[43] Regularly spaced rubble piles (localized collections of rocks and boulders) and connecting rubble arcs and bands are also abundant and may be due to an earlier episode of larger polygon formation that sorted rocks onto the surface and into local collections. The spacing of these piles (20 -35 m) is similar to larger-scale (20 -25 m) polygonal patterns that are also observed but devoid of rubble. Some areas outside the Phoenix landing site at the same latitude are dominated by the small-scale polygons that exhibit evidence of rock and boulder sorting into the polygon troughs. This observation supports the notion that permafrost polygons can sort rocks and boulders into the rubble piles in the absence of any freeze-thaw cycles.
[44] The likely history of this region begins with a period of ground ice depth around 10 -12 cm and large polygon formation, concurrent with sorting of surface rocks and boulders into piles and arcs. Such a period is largely consistent with the occurrence of higher obliquity in the past. This epoch was followed by a period of small-scale polygon development with a shallower and stable 6-cm or less ice-table depth, leading to the present day. This overall history is largely consistent with the most recent quiescent obliquity history (the past 300 ka) preceded by a long period of higher obliquity, though the effects of large-amplitude obliquity cycles prior to 300 ka ago is not understood. A better understanding of this history and its relation to orbital oscillations may come from specific modeling of the rate of polygon formation and development and of rock sorting under various Martian climate conditions. Any earlier history of polygonal-patterned ground and periglacial processes has likely been erased by the most recent activity.
[45] The rock sorting and widespread polygon development at all scales indicates that a massive reworking of the upper meters of the surface has occurred on timescales of the past few million years, which has significant implications for the development of the landscape of the northern plains and specifically the Phoenix landing site. In particular this geologically recent process has likely resulted in an overall muting of topographic features such as small and large craters, and the sorting of rocks and boulders onto the surface and in some cases into distinct localized piles.
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